J.G. Carter- sunset series - southwest watercolor artist - offering reproduction watercolor fine art prints -

J.G. Carter's
Sunset Series ~
J.G. Carter, an
accomplished
watercolorist, has a
penchant for New Mexico
sunsets. J.G. brushes in
his colors directly, without
masking areas, on his fullsheet, 300 lb. watercolor
paper. He often starts with
a background wash to set
a sky tone. Later cloud
forms may be dry-brushed
in, while others are built up
as washes. Opaque hues
are reserved for the earth
forms- hills, deserts and
plains. Says J.G., "New
Mexico is the best place in
the world to be painting."
His watercolor images tend
to the fluid, bold and
impressionistic. The feeling
ranges from brightly
optimistic to introspective.

I sing the Body Electric
(original 22" x 30")

Los Lunas Sunset
(original 22" x 30")

The high desert sands stretch out expansively
under a vibrant New Mexico sunset in this
watercolor by J.G. Carter. Printed on 9 mil, satin
finish, and acid-free paper using non-fugitive
inks. The actual image is approximately 19.8" X
27", plus a minimum 1" white border all around.
This work can be attractively matted and framed
within a standard 24" x 30" or 24" x 32" frame,
available at larger art chains. $110. Allow one to
thee weeks delivery via priority mail with delivery
confirm sticker.

J.G. painted this watercolor after returning from a
drive down the Rio Grande Valley, south of
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The silhouette of Los
Lunas hill cuts the western horizon right after
sunset. Printed on 9 mil, satin finish, and acidfree paper using non-fugitive inks. The actual
image is approximately 19.8" X 27", with a
minimum 1" white border all around. This work
can be attractively matted and framed within a
standard 24" X 30" or 24" X 32" frame, available
at any large art chain. $110. Allow one to thee
weeks delivery via priority mail with delivery
confirm sticker.
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I Sing the Body Electric
$110 (Includes Priority Mail
and all applicable taxes)

Los Lunas Sunset
$110 (Includes Priority Mail
and all applicable taxes)

Indian Sunset of Dreams (original 22" x 30")
J.G. describes this watercolor impression as "one in which surreal serenity joins with a wordless mystery".
It's the kind of sunset J.G. loves to lasso. Painted in Valencia County, New Mexico. Printed on 9 mil, satin
finish, and acid-free paper using non-fugitive inks. The actual image is approximately 19.8" X 27", with a
minimum 1" white border all around. This work can be attractively matted and framed within a standard 24"
X 30" or 24" X 32" frame, available at any large art chain. $110. Allow one to thee weeks delivery via
priority mail with delivery confirm sticker.
Indian Sunset
of Dreams
$110 (Includes Priority Mail
and all applicable taxes)
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